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CHAPTER 2582
“That’s great!”

Matilda said hurriedly: “Then you leave first, I quickly dress and let’s depart immediately! “Well, Jacob,
who is so depressed, can only comply with come down, rotate with a sullen face, and leave. Closed the
door.

This bedroom, in his eyes, was the gentle homeland he had been faraway from for nearly 30 years.

But now, he can only stand outside the door, expecting Matilda to vary clothes inside.

The key’s that after Matilda changed his clothes,

Jacob , who was getting to take him for a run , gave an extended sigh, covered his face with one hand
and his head with the opposite , and squatted down at the door of Matilda’s bedroom.

When he squatted down, he was still thinking: “Where is that the problem? Is it possible that the millet
porridge really has such a magical effect?!

Three minutes later, the bedroom door opened.

Matilda stepped out, and she or he changed She placed on a full set of tight running clothes and tied
her long hair into a ponytail. She seemed like a fifty-year-old woman.

many of us believed that she was thirty. Matilda saw Jacob actually squatting on the bottom and
hurriedly asked “Jacob, why are you squatting here?

Jacob quickly stood up and said embarrassedly: “It’s okay, I’ll rest for a short time and

finish. He took a better check out Matilda in tights. His perfect body almost made him feel The
eyeballs are all seen.

He really didn’t expect that Matilda would still maintain such an honest figure at such an age.

Because this type of tights exposes the pros and cons of the figure considerably . If the body features
a little fat, you’ll see clearly under this type of tights

. But

Matilda ’s figure can hardly find anything wrong. Seeing Jacob during a daze, Matilda felt a touch bit
ashamed, but she didn’t care about it. Hurriedly said: “Let’s leave quickly, I’m almost too hot!

Jacob could only nodded angrily, and followed Matilda downstairs.

The villa area where Matilda lives isn’t faraway from the riverside. After going out from the front
entrance of the community, after passing a green area and crossing a road, you’ll be directly on the
riverside road.



Over the years, the state has been encouraging people to strengthen workout . Therefore, Aurous Hill
City built a 20-kilometer-long road along the riverside, half which was a track paved with rubber
particles, specifically for citizens to run.

Matilda lives here since she lives here, and basically goes out and runs a lap a day . the rationale why
she has such an honest figure is that she has continued to exercise for many years .

On the opposite hand, Jacob, although his body isn’t bad, he’s a standard middle-aged person. He
rarely exercises. aside from drinking tea, beading beads and walnuts, the most important exercise is to
spend time with others within the Calligraphy and Painting Association. Nonsense, the lips are more
neat than the legs.

Therefore, as soon as he ran with Matilda, he was a touch out of breath and couldn’t continue within
three minutes.

On the opposite hand, Matilda was almost as if he had been beaten up. With such a touch exercise,
including panting, she didn’t even change her complexion.

Soon, Jacob really couldn’t hold it anymore, and panted, “I can’t run the sound, why don’t we take a
break?

Matilda not only didn’t feel tired, but there was a sort of

She began to desire she was during a state. So she hurriedly said: “Jacob, how about you go slowly by
yourself, i will be able to run a short time then come to seem for you? I don’t know what’s wrong with
me, and that i don’t feel all energy is employed . , Can only be consumed by two legs, so I can’t stop in
the least .”

Jacob gritted his teeth and said, “Then I’ll be with you.”

After finishing speaking, he hurriedly used the strength of feeding and followed desperately. .
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